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A FARMER’S BEST FRIEND

Silage & Haylage Rakes



IDEAL FOR SILAGE AND HAYLAGE.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO FILLING BUNKERS. 

Pitbull Rakes are a versatile tool designed to move large amounts 
of material across a bunker silo with minimal disruption. The best 
of two approaches, the Pitbull Rake works like a dozer blade 
combined with the properties of a bucket allowing operators to 
not only push material but carry it as well.

Like a dozer blade the Pitbull Rake can push and pile material 
into the bunker due to its large push plate. With the addition of 
solid tines across the bottom and bale spears on each side, the 
rake also functions like a bucket, able to carry high capacities of 
material up the bunker. This makes it ideal for filling low spots or 
piling material along the bunkers edge.

When carrying material, the push plate can be advanced forward 
to slowly push silage off the tips of the tines, dropping material 
on the bunk without pushing it along the surface potentially 
disrupting previously packed material.

The high visibility design makes it easy for operators to see 
where the tines are improving operator accuracy when cutting 
down high spots as the final contour of your bunker is formed. 
The easy-to-use flexible design of the Pitbull Rake makes it the 
best equipped tool for filling and shaping your bunker.

Rake shown with push plate fully retracted.

Rake shown with push plate fully extended.

Pre-Production Model Shown.



FEATURES

HYDRAULIC
Hydraulic power passes through 
a 50/50 flow divider to power 
the two hydraulic cylinders 
engaging the push plate.

PUSH PLATE GUIDES
The push plate guides ensure 
smooth consistent action while 
the plate is being extended and 
retracted.

PUSH PLATE
The large push plate is the heart 
behind the Pitbull rake. Extend 
it while loaded and the material 
drops off the tines onto the pile. 

BALE SPEARS
Mounted inside the frame to 
reduce scraping the bunker walls 
all while helping you carry a large 
load.

TINES
Easily pick up and manage 
material placement and are built 
to last with AR450 steel. 
 

WEAR PLATES
AR400 wear plates take the 
brunt of the abbraision when 
running over the ground. 
 

PUSH PLATE

Ideal for 3PH mounted applications where 
adjustable pitch is often restricted, the push 
plate moves material off the tines to ensure 
efficient flow of material when needed the 
most.
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Produced by Tube-Line Manufacturing Ltd.

1.888.856.6613
www.pitbullblades.com
6455 Reid Woods Drive, Elmira 

Ontario, Canada, N3B 2Z3

Pitbull warrants to the original purchaser 
all products to be free from defects in 
material and workmanship for a period of 
two (2) years from the date of purchase.

Dozer blades also available.

www.pitbullblades.com

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Model PB096R PB120R PB144R

Width 96” 120” 144”

Height 69” 69” 69”

Depth* 63.25” 63.25” 63.25”

Number of Tines 9 11 13

Tine Spacing 10” 10” 10”

Tine Dimensions 3.25” x 54.75” Tapered 

Spears Dimensions 49” Conus 2

Weight (lbs.) 2,739 3,103 3,467

*Measurement doesn’t include equipment lugging.

BOLT ON LUGGING
For maximum compatibility almost any lugging can be 
easily fitted to a Pitbull Rake.


